1. CONCRETE SHALL BE CLASS S40 IN ACCORDANCE WITH AS 1379 UNLESS OTHERWISE NOTED ALL UNFORMED CONCRETE FINISHES SHALL BE U3.

REINFORCEMENT
1. CLEAR COVER TO REINFORCEMENT SHALL BE 40.
2. REINFORCEMENT SHALL CONFORM TO-
   N = 500 MPa REINFORCING BARS TO AS/NZS 4671.
3. CUTTING AND BENDING OF REINFORCEMENT SHALL BE IN ACCORDANCE WITH AS 3600.

STEELWORK
5. LIFTING LUGS SHALL BE HOT DIP GALVANISED IN ACCORDANCE WITH AS/NZS 4600.
6. ABBREVIATIONS USED ON DRAWINGS:
   T TOP
   B BOTTOM
   EF EACH FACE
   LV LENGTH VARIES
   UNO UNLESS NOTED OTHERWISE
7. N12 LAP LENGTH 480mm
8. BAR MARKS C1 TO C5 USED
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CONVERSION SLAB TYPE T4
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